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What is Sharecash?

Sharecash is  an  online  host  for  files  you  upload.  Some  common  hosts  are 
rapidshare, mediafile, megaupload and many more. Sharecash however, differs in 
one aspect; YOU get paid while people download your file. That’s it, a very easy 
tool for us avid online users to earn money. 

How does it work?

Every time a person downloads your file; he or she is required to fill in a survey. 
And every time the survey is filled up by a qualified person, you`ll get a specific 
amount of money; usually ($0.40 per download).

They offer a very high range of rate per download - at least 40 cents for any US, 
UK, CAN, or AUS download. Your international downloads will  have to earn at 
least 25 cents. Keep in mind that the 40 cents earning, only is a base rate. As most 

downloads you’ll earn reaches over 60 cents! AMAZING ISN’T IT? 

Cashing Out?

$10 is the MINIMUM amount required for you to cash out. You will also be paid 
VIA PAYPAL which simply is accessible to everyone all over the globe. The earnings 
you will earn will be approved every 1st of the month and they will pay you every 
15th – 20th.
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How to Register?

Simply  CLICK  HERE to  Register  and  just  follow  the  simple  instructions.  The 
registration is not complicated so this isn’t a problem. Just explore the panels and 
make ready yourself to upload and earn some serious CASH.

Take a Breath and read carefully. The instructions below will take you 
to Maximizing your Revenues.
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The Best ShareCash Strategies REVEALED.

1. Make A Website Dedicated for Sharecash like ebookfactory.tk

- It is an ebook site that offers free downloads with sharecash 
links.

- You can use free websites like, .tk, .co.cc or even free blog 
hosts like wordpress.com and blogger.com

- Just optimize these sites through twitter, facebook, social 
media sites and other SEO techniques and you`ll earn the 
maximum CASH YOU NEED.

- Ebooksdownload   is another site you would want to take a look. 

2. Youtube. (Use your creativity and modify the idea.)
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- Upload music videos from famous and in demand artists. 
Upload the music/song to sharecash and make sure to put your 
sharecash link on the description.

- Video Ideas: tv series, music videos, movies, tutorials, and etc.

- One thing though, sharecash is quite strict with copyrighted 
materials so just rename your file to an untraceable name 
before uploading to sharecash and you`ll be more than OKAY.
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3. Forum Postings. (Use your creativity and modify the idea.)

- Register to forums that allow links to be posted on threads and 
signatures.

- You can search google for this. I`ll share to you a few search 
strings:

o intext:"powered by yabb" +keyword

o keyword + “Powered by VBulletin”

- Look for surefire niches and look for available forums for it.

- Example: Look for a hair loss forum. Post comments and add 
your website / ebook link on to your signature. Create real 
threads and share a video or a free ebook and put the 
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sharecash link there. If the forums won’t allow the sharecash 
link, then cloak it with url shorteners.

- Money will then easily come to you.

4. PORNOGRAPHY. (Use your creativity and modify the idea.)

- I made this red since Sharecash HATES porn stuffs BUT 
remember to change the file/video you upload to an 
untraceable name.

- Download sets of celebrity scandals, pictures, pornography 
videos and upload them to sharecash. Look for porn forums 
and post every single link that you have.

- In posting, make sure to youse teasing thread titles and insert 
pictures that will make them salivate and download your link.

- The best tip so far: Make a website exclusive of your sharecash 
pornography links. Follow or modify the instructions:

o Get yourself a domain & hosting or even just a free blog

o Look for tubes like youporn, redtube, xtube and etc.

o Make sure to copy and embed the videos to your site, 
downloading them isn’t necessary. Just for streaming.

o Upload a link on a .txt file on sharecash that points to 
where the played video can be downloaded. 

o Insert the sharecash link below the video and watch your 
money GROW.
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5. Buy Traffic  . (Use your creativity and modify the idea.)

- Online you’ll find traffic services that offer traffic. Free ones 
and those that you need to pay but surely give out targeted 
traffic.

- I for one buy traffic from Fulltraffic. Availing their 10,000 
visitors for only $15. Yes, this is a gamble but worked best for 
me.  Click Fulltraffic to go to the site.

- Let’s say, from the 10k traffic you`ll have at least half of them 
downloading your ebook/video or whatsoever. 

- 5,000 x $0.40 = $2,000 less $15 investment. You`ll have a Net 
Income of $1,985 in an instant!

That’s basically it.

Start by REGISTERING to Sharecash NOW.

MAXIMIZE your REVENUES through 
SHARECASH.
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